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Purpose Driven Healthcare
Healthcare is tough...and anyone who tells you any different 
is either lying or has not idea what they're talking about. But 
healthcare is also infinitely rewarding. So often, we attempt to 
find fulfillment in the tasks, rather than our purpose. This talk
discusses patient experience and how a focus on purpose 
will reignite the passion for healthcare for all caregivers.  
Target Audience: All Caregivers

Purpose Driven Nursing
Nursing is a calling driven by purpose. And Nursing is  
tough…anyone who tells you any different is either  lying or 
has not idea what they're talking about. But  Nursing is also 
infinitely rewarding. This talk discusses patient experience 
and how a focus on purpose will reignite the passion for 
nursing andhealthcare.
Target Audience: Nurses & NursingStudents

Protecting the Experience
Do the members of your team believe the work they do 
matters?  At the end of this discussion…they will!

“Absolutely one of 
the most inspiring

and passionate
individuals…I have 

been moved to 
action.”

Matt Davis, RN

Purpose Driven Speaking Topics

Brandon Jones
MSN, RN, CEN, NEA-BC

Brandon is a #PinkSocks wearing
Patient Experience warrior with 
Carilion Clinic, although his 
“official” title is System Patient 
Experience Manager.  Brandon 
combines over a decade of 
nursing and leadership experience 
with years of experience engaging
audiences throughout the 
healthcare sector.  Brandon 
provides inspiration, energy, and 
information focused on centering
caregivers (current and future) on 
their purpose. Speaking 
experience on local, state, and 
national level. 

Contact Brandon TODAY!!
b.jones@purposedrivenpx.com

1(540) 597-9008
purposedrivenpx.com

http://purposedrivenpx.com


bit.ly/2J5HXqj

bit.ly/2Vz3GgRbit.ly/2DEhyfY

“Brandon is amazing and moving to listen to. I was in the audience recently for a session 
regarding patient experience and the importance to clinical care and I felt like I was witnessing 
a TedTalk. He has a wonderful way of conveying both the message and inspiration.”
Dr. Sarah Klemencic, Emergency Medicine Physician

“…He livened the whole crowd. He spoke of his personal experience as a nurse, and tried to 
instill in everyone our purpose as healthcare workers. After hearing his speech, it left me 
wanting to do more once I’m settled back into my career. The patients in this world need 
someone like him speaking for them because he has that passion to do what’s right for them; 
and for his fellow colleagues to step up and be the best they can be!”
Andrea Dorsett RT(R)

“I wish I could download this guy’s presentation into my      
co-workers’ heads! Fabulous!
VAENA State Conference Participant

Get to know Brandon and 
follow him to continue the 

conversation around patient 
experience and purpose

Contact Brandon TODAY!!

b.jones@purposedrivenpx.com
1(540) 597-9008

purposedrivenpx.com

http://purposedrivenpx.com

